
ON CONJECTURES OF BEKI]NiSONBLOCH-]KATO
   AND FINI'I[iENESS OF ALGEBRAIC CYCLES

NORrvijKI 0TSUBe

ABsTR.AcT. In this articie, we introduce a result on conjecturas of Beilin-

sfiR afid Block-Kato eR zeros of L-fgRcgioms Gf mot}ves, akd lts applica#ioxx

to the finiteness of codimension-two torsion algebraic cycles.

                         1. CHOW GROUP

  Let ws start wkh the defiRitien alld a conjectual pictsre of algebraic cycles.

For an algebraic variety X over a field k and an integer d 2 O, the Chow group

of algebraic cycles of codimensien d module ratioRa! equivalence is defined by

                           /N            cHd(x)=:coker( e K(x)'-E!S'X,V (ED z)

                           NxEX(d-iÅr yEx(d) /

where X(i) is the set of points of codimension i (equivalently, the set of irre

ducible closed subvariety of codimension i) and div is the divisor map.

  If d = 1, Clli(X) ceincides with the Picard grollp, and its $trueture is

weH-known; four a projective smooth X we have an exact sequence

                e - pic& (k) - pic(x) - Ns(x) - e.

Here, PicX is an abelian variety called the Picard variety, and NS(X) is the

Neyog-Severi greup which is kRewit te be ftnitely gegey3ted. Therefgre, if fg;

example k is a finite field or a rmumber field, Pic(X) is a finitely generated

abeliari group.

  The strgcture ef Chew grcgps in gexeral is highly #Rkgowxx. Over nvmbey

fields, however, we have the following conjectures. Let k be the algebraic

closure of k, X == .X Åq29k ic, and let

                  ,lk , cHd(x) - .rrg.,d(:ir, Q,(d))
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N. oTsgBe

be the 6tale cycle ciass map aRd CHd(X)h.. be its kemel. For X over a

number field and aii integer n -År O, the Hasse-Weil L-fuRction L(H"(X),s)

is deimed and expected to have meromorphic contimiation to the whole com-

p}ex plaRe . We simp}y deRete by H'(k,-) the Galois cohemelogy gregp
H* (Gai(k/k), -).

Cenjecture 1.1 (Tate [Tli, Blech [Bl21, BeiliRson [Bel, Bloch-Kate [B--K]).

Let X be a projective smeoth variety over a murr}ber field k.

 (i) CHd(X) is a finitely generated abelian group.

rankCHd(X)/CHd(X)hom

            = dimQ.He(k, ff2d(Xi, Q,(d))) = -ord,-deiL(ff2d(X), s).

(iii)

  rankCHd(X)hom

              = dimQ.Ul (le, H62,dvei(IXi, Q,(d))) == ord,..dL(ll2d-'(X), s).

  Here H;(k, -) is the Selmer group ofBioch--Kato (see (3.1)), Note that (iii)

for an elliptic curve (d : 1) (or an abelian variety of dimension d) is nothing

bgS the Blrch-SwinRe!"teR-Dyey ceajecture.

2. TORSION CYCLES OF CODIMENSION TWO

  Tkoggh we know very lktle abent the &bove ceajectgres for d ) 2, tersiok

of Chow groups of codimension two has been studiod after Bloch's program

[Blll (cf. ICT]). Let rc. be the Zariski sheafification of algebraic K-theory

functor U" K.(r(U, Ox)) (e.g. rco = Z, rci = e'x). For a prime mumberp
invertible in k, let CH2(X){p} denote the p-primary torsion subgroup. Then

we have an exact sequence

O - Hi2.(X, rc2) x Q,/Z, - Ai'Hlg•,(X, Q,/z,(2)) - cEl2(X){p} - o

                                                         (2.1)
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where N denotes the first step of the coniveau filtration on the 6tale cohomol-

ogy group:

  NH.3•,(X, Qp/Zp(2)) me Ker(H53t(X,Qp!Zp(2)) waj Hi.t(le(X),Qp/;Zk,(2)))•

The first K-cohemeiogy grottp has aii expressieR

                      r1        Hiar(X, rc2) : H IK2(k(X)) - .,et(,) rc(X)" -"-' ,.({.D(2) Zj '

Thus the problem of showing the finiteness of CH2(X){p} becomes the prots

lem of constructing elements in the K-cohomology group. In this line of study

we have the fellewing resu}ts (as far as the auther knows):

Theerem 2.1. Let X be a projectiye $megth variety eyer a rwmger fceld k.
Then the p-primarsi torsicn sub.grroup CH2(X){p} ts finite in the foggc2eing

cases:

 (i) H2(X, Ox) - O ([CT-R] and [Sa]).

 (ii) X == ExE where E is a semi--stable ellipptic curve over Q, andpt

    6•cond(E) ([L-S]).

(iii) X = ExE where lf ts an elliptic curve overQ with complex multiplica-

    tion by the ring of inte.gers of an imaptnaflt quadvatic fiegd K, sattsfying a

    teehngcag assu7yiption whieh ts sgttsLfied if coxd(E) is G pewer of a pptme,

    orX= (EÅ~E) XQK, andpt6•coBd(E) ([Lll [Xf-R] [Oll).
(iv) X = Km(gÅ~ E) the Kummer K3-surface asseciated to EÅ~E, forE and

    p as in (ii) and (iii), orX= Km(ExE)K for .E as in (iii) ([Ll] [OID.
 (v) X = Fermat quartic surface overQ or Q(vX :T) defined by the equation

    x8 + xf = x3 + xg in p3 ({oi]).

  The method of proof used in [IrS] [Ll] [Ol] will be reviewed in Section 4.

Re7}}ark 2.2. The strncture of codiu}en$ion-twe Chow group is believed to be
very diffeyext whether H&.,(X, Ox) == e er Rot (Mgmford's thee!em, Blech'$

coltjecture, see [B}1]). Fer exampie, to $how (i) of tke abeve thoerem using

(2.1), we only need decomposable eiements, i.e. the image of

    Pic(X') Åqg) (k')' : ll2ar(X'i rci) (29 H2ar(X',rci)

                            'Y, H2.(X', rc2) N"llI'Itsk'/k HÅr,.,(X, rc2)
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where X' := X xk k' for a finite baLge extension k'/k. In other ca/fwes we akFK)

need "indecomposable elements" .

  ever p-adic fieids (fiRite exteR$icks gf Qp), we have similar resglts. For

the v3rieties iR the abeve theorem cgksidered eveT p-adic fields, we kggw the

ftniteRess of prime-to-pu tomsicfi of CH2(X). IR this skuatiofi, we have resuks

on the prodtict of possibly different two elliptic curves [Sp] and a class of

Hilbert-Blumenthal surfaces [L21. The study of the p-part of the Chow group of

varieties over nadic fields is related to the surjectivity of a syntomic regulator.

Remark 2.3. The author noticed after the simposium that we can extend the

resuk (ii) and (iii) to any n-fold product of at} elliptic curve E (and EK)

as above. IR a similar way, {isiRg the iRductive structure of Fermat vairieties

(K&-Shl, we caR skow the siu}ilgr re$gk ferkke Fermat waÅílety ef degyee 4 Euad

arbitraty dimeRsioR d of the form

            xg +•••+ x.4 -- x.`.i +•••+ x2.i, (r ) 1,d2 2)

over Q and Q(vt=:[).

              3. BHILINsoN-BLocH-KATe coNjncTgRgs

  New we introdnce the rdsljlt of [02] ek coajectures Beiliiisok [Be] aitd Bloch-

Kato [B-K]. Let us recall a part of their conjectures which describe the oTder

of zeros of L-functions of motives in terms of motivic chohomology groups

(K-groups) and Selmer grotips. For precise definitions and statements, see

the original articles or, for exapmle, [Sc] [N] [F-PR].

  They state that a regulator (resp. p-adiG regulator) map induces an is-

nomorphism frem a motivic cohemology group defined by algebraic K-theory

to a BegiRsoR-Deligke cohemology gfegp (resp. Se}=}ey greup) gf Hedge (p-

adic Hedge) theeretic xatuye. We de{k}e HJ(k(X,Q(n))z, the "integral paTt"

ef a motivic cohomology group by the ill}age of

  K5n-rn(ac)Q - K2n--m(X)Q = (EDK2n-m(X)6')

                              t
                                 IZ!!'!År K2.-m(X)6-) ==: Hn(X,Q(n))
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where X is a (regular) proper fiat model of X over Ok. This is conjectured to

be a foite dimexsieRal Åq{21-vecter spa{}e. Fer example, we have

            lljk:'i (x, Q(d))z ex=HXhd(x, Q(d)) ft cHd(x)Q,

                          HJ2(,,(X,Q(2)) bt H2.(X,rc2)Q•

  The BeiliRseft-DeligRc cekomelegy greiip is defoed by

            HvM(Xlc,R(n)) me HM(X(C), [(2nt)'iR - st'xÅqn])

and Hbn(XIR,R('n)) is the part fixed by compex conjugations both on X(C)

and the coeMcient. TheR the BeilinscR conjecture claims that the Tegulator

map roo iBdgces aR iseg}erpi}isrc

         r. cE}Q R : Hjl'ai(X, Q(n))z QQ R -ce. Hb" (Xlne,R(n))

for i - 2n Åq -3. If i - 2n == --2 it takes the form

  ((Hfun-i(x, Q(n))z $ (cH"-i(x)/hcm)Q) xQ R - L, agn-i(xpt,R(n)).

An important property of Beilinson-Deligne cohomology is that if we assume

the fundamental property of the L-function of X, we have

 dimxHS'i(X!g,R(n)) = crdsmeime}-i-nL(if(X),s)

                              (-ord.,,,.L(Ht(X), s) if i - 2n == -2).

  The (Qp-vector-space analog of) Selmer group associated to the p-adic rep-

resentation V =: Ht(X,Qp(n)) is a subgroup of the first Galois cohomology

grogp Hi(k, V) defiged by certaiR lecal cgftditieRs:

         H}(le, v) - Ker (Hi(k, v) '. ,S.I?. .,,iZi, $: \i) (3 i)

where k. is the completigR efk at v. TkeR BIock-K&te ceajectg!es Skat the

p-adic reguiator map rp induces an isomorphism

            rp mpQ Qp : Hle'F2(X, Q(n))z x Q, --2LÅr H}(k, v)

lfi- 2n il -l. Note that k is net a pricri ciear that the image is cgAtained

in "}(k, V).

  Combining both conjectures (and the Tate conjecture) we obtain

     ord...i+i-.L(Hi(X),s) =me dimQH31i'ii(X, Q(n))z = dimq,H}(k, V)
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for i- 2n Åq -2.

  Ogr iesgk conceme$ mgstives ef eveR degree gexefated by cycles. For a

projevtive smooth variety X over a number field k aRd ait integer d ) O, iet
A be the image of cll:r : CHd(X) - HE,d(IXi,Q,(d)), and T, V, A bp. A cEg Z.,

          'AXQp, A 69 (Qlp/2Z:p, respectively. On these modules the absolute Galois group

Gal(k/k) acts centinuously aRd in faÅít gives a!} Artin iepreseBtatioR

                     p : Gal(k'/k) - GL(V)

for a finite extenston k' of le where al1 the generators of A are defined (note that

A is a ffee abeliall groiip of imite type by definitieR). IÅít V(r) = VxQp(1)Xr

be the Tate twist, where Q,(l) exxe (ttm iipn(icÅr) Xz. Qp•

ThGorem 3.1. [Oll Letri andr2 be the number of the real and complexptaces

of k, respectively, and 7. be the complex conjugate utth respect to a reat place

v. Fer an integer r ) l, p#t

N(r) =
(ri +r2)d- Åí rankzA'v =(--i)' zfr2 2,
          v:real
(Ti +r2)d- Åí rankzA'v=-i -- rankzAGal(k'!k) ifr= 1.
          v:real

Then we have:
 (i)

             ord.,,.i..L(p,$) xe dimQ.H}(k,V(r)) = IV(r).

 (ii) There extstN(r) elements in HfuMÅÄi(X,Q(m+r))z, independent ofp,

    whose image by Tp lie in and generate N](k, V(r)).

Remark 3.2. The computatioxx of ord,..!-.L(p,s) is classical (cÅí [T2]).

  The proof of this theorem is reduced to the case of Spec(k), for which

Beilinson'f conjecture is a theorem of Borel (Bol] [Bo21 (for r = 1 this is the

classical Dirichlet unit theorem), and Bloch-Kato's conjecture is a tJheorem

ef Soul6 ISol] [Se2]. NgSe that if Hz2.(X,Ox) = g theR V is She whole
He2't(ff,Qp(i))'
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                         4. Al)l)L[CATION

  In this section, we review briefly the method of Langer-Saito for the finite-

nGtss of CH2(X){p}, and the technique of IOI] which applies Theorem 3.1 to

cases when the Selmer group is not finite. See also Langer's article [L3].

  In Theorem 2.1, the Selmer group is fuiite for (ii) or (iii). For (v), it is

not finite and has Z,-corank 2 (resp. 4) over Q (resp. Q(A)). For (iv),

although the papers [Ll] [Ol] treated cases when the Selmer group is finite,

in general it can be infinite if the 2-torsion points of E are defined only over

a number field with infinite unit group.

  Let X/k be as before. Let N be an integer such that ec[1/N] :=: ec (E9e,

Ok[1/IV] is smooth over Ok[1/N], and assumept6N. The first step is to

show:
            (A) Ker(CH2(ec[1/IV])-CH2(X)) is torsion

By the localization exact sequence (X. : = ss XF. where F. is the residue field)

      H2.(X, rc2) - (D Pic(X.) -ÅÄ CH2(ec[1/Nl) - cH2(x) - o,

                   ojN
this is again a problem of constructing elements in H2.,(X, rc2)•

  From (A) it follows that CH2(X){p} is Z,-module of cofinite type (i.e. of

the form Q,/Z,eno (finite p-group)), since CH2(ec[1/IV]) is such (cf. [CT-R]).

Let us denote the first and the second group in (2.1) by M and N, respectively.

Then it suMces to show

                         (B) M=Ndiv•
Using the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence we can embed these groups (af-

ter a slight modification of N) into Hi(k,A) where A == H.2•,(:Sl',Q,/Z,(2)).

Further we take localizations with local conditions:

                 a Hi (k' A) - . ,S.I?.. ., , iilli' [2"vl 21

The following (Bl) and (B2) imply (B):

         (Bl) The image ofM= the image of Ndiv,

         (B2) The Selmer group H}(k,A) :== Ker(a) is finite.

(Bl) can be deduced from (A) using p-adic Hodge theory and .some technical

argument for bad primes if we assume the Tate coi}jecture for divisors on the
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special fibers which is known for the cases of Theorem 2.1. We just remark

that there is an isomorphisrn [L-S]

                    ,,,(..) x Q, x illlll,[XiiS

for vt6N such that the boundary map in (2.1) and the localized p-adic
regulator map are compatible. Theorem 2.1 (ii)-(iv) were proved by showing

(A), (Bl) and (B2) For (ii) and (iii), (A) is due to Mildenhall [M].

  In generaJ, (B2) is false as we mentioned in the previous section, in which

case we replace (B2) by the following axiom arising from the Bloch-Kato con-

jecture:

   (B3) There is a subgroup Mz ofM which surjects onto H}(k,A)div.

  In the case (v) of Theorem 2.1, (B3) was shown by constructing very ex-

plicitly elements in Mz. In a general situation we can formulate as follows.

Define a sub-Gal(k/k)-representation V. c V by

              Im (clk : Pic(:Si) x Q, -År H.2•,(:Xi', Q,(1))) (1),

and T., A. similarly. Then, Theorem 3.1 (ii) for d = 1, r = 1 states

  (B4) There is a subgroup Mz of M which surjects onto H}(k, Ac)div.

Therefore, for (B3) it suMces to show

            (B5) The Selmer group H}(k,A/A.) is finite.

  As we have seen, the essencial part of the proof is construction of elements

in H2.,(X, rc2) (A) and the finiteness of a Selmer group (B5). The proof of

(B5) in the known cases required Iwasawa theoretic results involving "Euler

systems". If H2.,(X, Ox) = O, (A) is easy (Remark 2.2) and (B5) is trivial

since Ac = A. However, we cannot expect that (B5) is true in general.

Remark 4.1. We explain roughly how the results of RÅímark 2.3 are deduced

from the known results. Let, X = EÅ~EÅ~ •• • Å~E (n times). Then by Kitnneth

decomposition we have

   v - H.2•, (IXf, Q, (2)) t! (iE) Hg•t (Ii, Q,(ii)) x • • • x Hg•: (E, Q,(i.)).

                     il +'"+in=2
Note that H.O•,(E, @.) cy Q, and H.2•,(IE, (Q),(2)) Ey Q,(1). This means that V is

a direct sum of the direct summands of H.2•,(EÅ~E, Qp(2)) via the pull-backs
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by the projections pri,j : X - ExE. Therefore we obrain H}(k,V) me O

(k rm Q er K). Fer the part (A), we kave a sig}ilas expressicR cf NS(X.)

by NS(E. Å~ E.) and we can obtain enough eiements in M by the puli-backs
Pr; "' ( H2ar (E Å~ E, rc2 )) '

  A Fermat varity of dimension n is constructed from n-fold product of the

Fermat curve of the same degtee by blgwing-gp, takikg q#etiegt by a finite

group, and blowing-dowR iKa-Sh]. 'This eRabies us to use the similar method

as the product of an elliptic curve.

{Bel

[Bll]
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IB-K]

IBoll

IBo21
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